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A. Identification:
   1. Subject Area: Administration of Justice
   2. Course Number: AJS 295
   3. Course Title: WHITE COLLAR AND CORPORATE CRIME
   4. Credit Hours: 3
   5. Catalog Description:
      A close look at the theories, laws and issues surrounding white collar crime in
      contemporary society. Three lecture.

B. Course Goals:
   To provide students with the necessary skills to prepare them for understanding the current legal
   issues, theories of causation, and the complexities surrounding white collar crime, and use cases
   and existing laws as applications for the preparation of: problem solving, communication,
   reasoning and reporting. Computer worksheet applications may be utilized.

C. Course Outcomes:
   Students will:
   1. Describe problem-solving techniques
   2. Recognize and use criminal justice vocabulary
   3. Explain the contemporary issues of white collar crime which influence the criminal justice
      system
   4. Review the latest case/court decisions which impact white collar crime

D. Course Content:
   Will include:
   1. White collar crime
   2. Categories of white collar crime
   3. Theories of causation
   4. Legal consequences and implications of white collar crime
   5. Policing and regulation
   6. Prosecuting, defending, and adjudicating white collar crime
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